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Background

Corona virus firstly 
identified in Wuhan, 

China

School closures are 
enacted in most 

countries

Teachers and 
education 

professionals asked to 
teach via remote 

digital tools

Mathematics is one of 
the subject taught in 

school

Used as tools to 
organise the 

phenomena of the 
physical, social and 

mental world 
(Freudenthal ,1983)

purpose of learning 
mathematics

(NCTM)

Mathematical literacy
COVID-19 as global 

phenomena

Constructing 
Mathematical 
Literacy-Items 

with COVID-19 as 
a Context



Method

Analyzing

Designing

Theoretical 
validation

Revising

Limited 
testing to 
students

Evaluating



Result

Item Indicator Title Competency Content

1 Formulating situation

mathematically

Rooms for dad
Reproduction Quantitiy

2 Employing

mathematical concepts,

fact, procedure, and

reasoning

Economic

Growth after

COVID-19 Connections
Change and 

relationship

3 Interpreting and

communicating result

or solution of

mathematical problem

COVID-19

Reflection
Space and 

shape

Table 1. Mathematical Literacy Items Content Outline.

Designing



 Revising



 Limited Testing to Students

 In this step, mathematical literacy items are tested to 28 junior high 

students. There are 15 female students and 13 male students as sample. The 

students do items for 60 minutes. Mathematical literacy items are done 

individually by the student

Figure 1. Representative example of student’s answer on 2nd items



 Evaluating

 The first is validity test. The validity of mathematical literacy problems is 

determined by bivariate correlation.

 The second is reliability test. The reliability of mathematical literacy 

problems is decided by Cronbach’s Alpha. 



Conclusion
According to analysis and results described in the previous section, we can draw 

conclusions. Mathematical literacy items with Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) as a 

Context are considered by expert as appropriate for assessing mathematical 

literacy ability. In other word, this mathematical literacy items are theoretically 

valid for assessing mathematical literacy


